FACULTY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM FUNDING GUIDELINES
(Administered by Faculty Development Committee)

I. Presentation at Mutually Recognized National/International Conference
   == Research Paper                  Stipend  $1,000
   == Major Address                   Expenses $2,000
   == White/Position Paper
   == Major Performance/Exhibition

   Presentation at State/Regional Conference
   == Research Paper                  Stipend  $500
   == White/Position Paper
   == Major Address
   == Major Performance/Exhibition

II. Panel Participation/Poster Presentation at National/International Conference
    Stipend  $250
    Expenses $1000

    Panel Participation/Poster Presentation at State/Regional Conference
    Stipend  $100
    Expenses $500

III. Publications, Exhibits and Compositions
    Publication (Not Self-Published) of In-Discipline Professional Book
        Stipend  $2000
    Publication of In-Discipline Scholarly Work in Refereed Professional Journal
        Stipend  $1000
    Publication of In-Discipline Scholarly Work in Non-Refereed Professional Journal
        Stipend  $500
    Publication of Poetry/Musical Composition (In-Discipline) [in broadly recognized professional publication]
        Stipend  $500
    Art Exhibits/Creative Works (In-Discipline) [in appropriately recognized professional forum]
        Stipend  $500
    Published/Acknowledged Book Review
        Stipend  $250

Special Notation: a.) Stipends and expenses are not paid for on-campus/local/Wheeling area presentations, performances, exhibitions, publications.
   b.) Full stipends are not paid for presentations, performances, exhibitions at which compensation/honoraria are awarded.
   c.) Only one stipend will be paid per conference, regardless of the number of presentations.
   d.) Second, third, fourth,…stipends for the same presentation of a paper, art work, musical composition or publication will be awarded on a sliding scale.

IV. Attendance at Professional Conference/Workshop/Seminar
    Expenses  $400
    == Maximum of 15 allocations per fiscal year (no more than one allocation per person)
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